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INTRODUCTION 
Conceptual thinking is considered to be the most advanced type of human thinking. Although its psychological mechanisms are well-described (Piaget, 2013), the 

psychophysiological processes underlying conceptual operations are still unknown. The aim of our study was to reveal the psychophysiological correlates of mental 

effort during efficient and inefficient solving of conceptual tasks. 

The EEG-power of the high-frequency bands (β, γ) decreases and the EEG-power of 

the low-frequency bands (Δ, Θ) increases during the task solving. 

We tend to interpret these changes as the decrease of the activation and the increase 

of the EEG-regularity. 

 The EEG-power of the high-frequency bands is lower and EEG-power of the low-

frequency bands is higher in the participants who solve the cognitive tasks more 

effectively. 

The general trend revealed that successful answers in the experiment resulted in 

reduced pulse frequency and GSR amplitude if compared to unsuccessful answers.  

Factor: "EEG-band"*"Stage of solving". Effect: F(5, 2390)=27,349, p=0,0000

Vertical bars denote - 0,95 confidence intervals
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Figure 2. The power of the high-frequency EEG-bands is decreasing, and the power of the 

low-frequency EEG-bands is increasing from the initial part of the task solving process 

towards the final one.  

Factor: "EEG-band"*"Success of the solution of a task". 

Effect: F(10, 2390)=2,1238, p=,01988

Vertical bars denote - 0,95 confidence intervals
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Figure 3. The power of the high-frequency EEG-bands is decreasing, and the power of the 

low-frequency EEG-bands is increasing in case of successful task solving. 

RESULTS 

These results correspond well to the numerous data supporting the neural efficiency hypothesis (Haier et al., 1992; Neubauer et al., 2009; Grabner et al., 2006). 

According to this hypothesis, the more intellectually bright individuals need less activation to provide the cognitive operations, if compared to the less intellectually 

bright ones. 

Figure 4. The difference between the dynamics in the EEG-power decreasing in the β2 band 

for the incorrect and correct task solving (Post Hoc criterion – Fisher LSD)  

CONCLUSIONS 

Figure 1. The diagrammatic scheme for the sequence of experimental procedures 

Figure 5. The R-R interval (on the left) and the amplitude of GSR (on the right) decrease in 

case of successful task solving 

Repeated measures ANOVA : 

•Repeated measures factors: 

•Stage of the task solving process (two levels: initial stage – final stage) 

•EEG band ranges (six levels: Δ, Θ, α, β1, β2, γ)  

•EEG channels (19 levels) 

•Between groups factors: 

•Successfulness of the task solving (three levels: incorrect (0), partially correct (1), 

and correct (2)) 

•Type of the task (three levels: GW, AM, OS)  

•Total successfulness of the task of the concrete type. 

STATISTICAL METHODS 

1. “Generalization of Three Words”” (by M.A. Kholodnaya, 2012) (GW) 

The recipient is presented 3 concrete words belonging to 3 different semantic fields and the task is to put them 

together into one more general concept.  

Ex.: trap – fence – plug: ?  

Answer: barrier.  

All together, there were 10 triads of concrete concepts. The answers were rated  0, 1 and 2 scores.   

2. “Answering the Metagrams” (by O.V. Shcherbakova, 2009) (AM)  

Metagrams are the rhymed verbal riddles with more than one word encoded within each of them. All words differ in 

only one letter. The task is to find out all the encoded words.  

Ex.: With “g” it shines  

 And banks save it         

 With “m” it spoils   

 Bread in a week. 

Answer: gold – mold. All together, there were 6 metagrams. The answers were rated 0, 1 and 2 scores.   

3. “Giving Reasons for Opposite Statements” (by T. Woodjack, 1996) (OS). 

The recipient is presented one general and poorly reasoned statement.  

Ex.: “The murders often happen on Sundays”. The task is to produce three arguments for it. Then the statement is 

changed to the opposite one.  

Ex.: “The murders rarely happen on Sundays”. And the task is to produce three arguments for this new statement. 

All together, there were 3 pairs of opposite statements. The answers were rated 0 or 1 scores. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS & TASKS 

Correctly solved*Initial stage .vs. Correctly 

solved*Final stage 

1>2 p<0,001 

1>2 p<0,05 

2>1 p<0,001 

1>2 p<0,01 

2>1 p<0,01 

2>1 p<0,05 Incorrectly solved*initial stage .vs. Incorrectly 

solved*final stage 

1>2 p<0,001 

1>2 p<0,05 

2>1 p<0,001 

1>2 p<0,01 

2>1 p<0,01 

2>1 p<0,05 


